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Artificial Intelligence is a discipline 
that uses computer systems 
to read the footsteps of our past, 
in order to suggest and generate future steps
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WHERE IS THE DATA?
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By 2025, Gartner predicts that ~75% of enterprise data will be processed outside of data centers
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/gartner-predicts-the-future-of-cloud-and-edge-infrastructure
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EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY

We could classify the evolution of technology in three forms:

• SIMPLE, which requires doing, extending and strengthening our manual skills. For 
example, the hammer and the scissors

• AUTOMATIC, which automates the rules we have entered. For example, the robot 
and the calculator

• AUTONOMOUS, which calculates with the rules it has “learned” independently, with 
our delegation, from reality. An example is Artificial Intelligence
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FROM RULE-DRIVEN TO DATA-DRIVEN

On the side of the deductive model, 
there is the problem that our a priori

decisions, written by means of 
programming rules, are bottlenecks 
that limit the system in discovering 

correlations.

In the inductive model, the machine for every 
edge case it encounters, must takes it into 
account, even if it never changes its 
generalization that it works 99% of the time. 
This is a big problem because it is a trade-off 
between accuracy and generalization.
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ETHICAL CHOICES
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HOW DO WE DECIDE?
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WHAT IS AUTONOMY?



There are risks to study and evaluate:

- prejudices, which it proposes to us by amplifying them
- its autonomy, which is based on statistical probability
- the absence of moral responsibility

AI HAS ENORMOUS POTENTIAL, BUT … 

- inequalities, which increase between those who have 
data and funds and others who are unable to compete
- last but not least, the self-fulfilling prophecies, creating 

their own future for us.



https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11023-020-09548-1

- MATHS, this is a statistical machine, that is, 
it learns the rules and approximates them
from the data, it was not us who wrote the 
SUM rule.

- SEMANTICS "tell me how many feet fit in a 
shoe?" she did not understand, she replied
with the most common occurrence such as
10 which will be the fingers.

- ETHICS "nothing against it, as long as they
are not close to me".

TESTS



DOES THE AI HAS CREATIVITY?

INTERPOLATION

Interpolation is sort of averaging 
from examples—so you give it 
lots of images of cats and it 
generates a new cat. So it’s a kind 
of sophisticated averaging.

EXTRAPOLATION

Extrapolation is more like what 
AlphaGo did, which is play 10 
million games of Go, look at human 
games, come up with a new Go 
strategy or chess strategy that's 
never been seen before…

INVENTION AND CREATIVITY

AI systems like AlphaZero and 
AlphaGo can invent new strategies 
for Chess and Go, but they can't 
invent Go. So that would then be 
the highest level of creativity: can 
you invent a game as great as Go or 
as great as Chess? That they can't 
do…

https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/computational-creativity-f004cbe74cb5



DOES THE AI HAVE CREATIVITY?

IMAGINATION is envisioning things that do not exist

CREATIVITY is applying imagination to address a challenge

INNOVATION is applying creativity to generate unique solutions

ENTREPRENEURSHIP is applying innovation, bringing ideas to 
fruition, by inspiring others’ imagination. 

@sgblank



DIGITAL CORNUCOPIA

CREATIVITY is:
- the prompt we give to the AI?
- the work of the AI?

ART is:
- the idea of the human?
- what we see?

The ARTIST is:
- the human?
- also, the AI that co-creates the 

artifact?



1.L’IA DI CUI PARLIAMO 
È QUELLA DEBOLE

2. L’IA SI BASA SU DATI, 
COMPUTER E ALGORITMI 

3. L’IA NON CI SOSTITUIRÀ

4. VERSO L’IA SERVE TECNO-
OTTIMISMO 

5. L’IA AIUTA L’ESSERE UMANO 
A FARE MEGLIO E A FARE COSE 
NUOVE 

6. COSA POSSIAMO FARE, 
COSA DOBBIAMO DECIDERE, 
COME VOGLIAMO ESSERE

7. COME AGIAMO, COSÌ 
DIVENTIAMO



RELATIONS

RELATIONS + TRANSACTIONS
P (JOB) = 

DO YOU WANT TO CALCULATE THE PROBABILITY THAT YOUR JOB 
WILL BE REPLACED BY A MACHINE?



DYSTOPIAN PAST
VS

UTOPIAN FUTURE  
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A PERSPECTIVE ON AI

Machines are just the sum of their parts and are mass 
produced.
We are more than the sum of our parts: we have the soul and 
consciousness merged into a single body and mind.

In a world where uncertainty reigns, there is a need for at 
least two elements: 
resilience and creativity.

THE ITALIANS WILL BE THE FIRST IN THIS WORLD.
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